
Minutes_core group TC meeting_COST CA17118 - Thursday 14/05/20 13h CET

Attending (22): Andrea Gsur, Florence Monville, Javier De Las Rivas, Tom Van Wezel, Veronika Vymetalkova, Pavel Vodicka,
Nikolas Stoecklein, David Hughes, Barbara Pardini, Alessio Naccarati, Wenche Sjursen, Lukasz Skalniak, Noel de Miranda, Claire
Palles, Regine Schneider-Stock, Beatriz Carvalho, Laura Valle, Jordi Camps, Victor Moreno, Eitan Friedman, Richarda de Voer,
Sergi Castellvi-Bel.

1. Next grant period planned activities (meetings, STSM, ITC conference grants, website).
Grant period three (GP3) has started (01/05/2020 to 30/04/2021). Activities will be most likely hampered by the COVID-19 crisis
but we should look for alternatives and move forward until the situation is back to normal (see points below). More details about
activities can be found at www.transcoloncan.eu

2. Zoom Pro 1-year plan added to facilitate communication and interaction.
A zoom Pro account is available.  It  will  be most likely useful for the Barcelona meeting this coming October,  to have online
discussions for each WG and for online seminars. If needed, use of this account can be requested to Sergi.

3. Barcelona WG1 meeting: online?, shorter?, organization (WG1 and research meetings management committees), programmed
for early October 2020, can be in other dates if online.
The Barcelona meeting will be an online WG1 meeting due to possible travel restrictions, but also due to the fact that not everyone
will be allowed/is willing to travel to Barcelona this Octiber. We need to decide on the format, either a full day meeting, or 2 times
an afternoon. Action Point 1 (AP1): WG1 Lead(s) together with Action (vice-)Chairs and research meetings committee to design a
plan.

4. STSM increased abundantly for the GP3, 3 expressed interests so far. STSM committee regularly disseminates the availability
of STSM.
STSM can be executed until the end of the current grant period. STSM postponed due to the current situation can be executed
later  (when  participants  and  hosting  institutions  are  able)  but  only  during  this  grant  period.
COVID-19 opens the possibility to arrange ‘online’ STSMs between labs and institutes when feasible. If you have an idea for such
an STSM, please notify the STSM committee. Online STSM will  not have monetary compensation but will  accomplish STSM
objectives  and  can  be  listed  as  an  achievement  of  this  grant.  AP2:  STSM committee  to  further  disseminate  right  away  to
participants the availability of these short stays and remind them about the possibility of online STSM when possible.

5. ITC conference grants: 2 available. ITC conference grants committee regularly disseminates.
Due to COVID-19 many conferences are held online, we can use our ITC conference grant money for this option at least in 2020.
Since online meeting registration is quite inexpensive, the number of grants can be increased. If scientific meetings are held back
in 2021, ITC researchers can go back to regular applications. AP3: ITC conference grant committee needs to disseminate these
options to ITC participants.

6.  Bucharest WG3 meeting: in-person, make it bigger if Barcelona is online (budget will be available), organization (WG3 and
research meetings management committees).
If the COVID-19 crisis has been (mostly) resolved and face-to-face meetings are allowed in early 2021, we will have a meeting in
Bucharest. As we will likely save budget as a result of the ‘online Barcelona’ meeting more people can attend and we may host the
meeting for an additional WG next to WG3, if needed. AP4: WG3 lead(s) together with Action (vice-)Chairs and research meetings
committee to design a plan and preliminary program set-up.

7. Online seminars series: each WG committee organizes one scientific talk about a relevant topic.
To increase networking activities in the Action we want to organize ‘Online seminar series’. Every WG can give an update on
activities of the past period and to facilitate novel research questions/collaborations. The first one can be organized before the
online-Barcelona meeting. AP5: (vice-)Chair to set-up first online-seminar and WG lead(s) to set up the next.

8. Website: updated, fetch any information to be added from participants. Science communication committee duty.
Please forward any relevant information for our Action to the Science communication committee.  AP6: Science communication
committee to continue updating the website.

9.  Training schools: not in this grant period. Pending TS for WG2 and WG3. Additional duties for WG2 and WG3 mangement
committees.
No training schools in this grant period. An idea for a training school in the next-grant period is mentioned by Noel de Miranda on
single-cell  sequencing  in  Leiden.  Information  can  be  found  here:  http://www.medgencentre.com/MGC-courses/ AP7:    WG3  
committee   to   contact them around fall about joining their 2021 edition.  

10. Research funding committee: grants options available. Research funding committee regularly disseminates.
Research funding committee regularly disseminates grant calls via e-mail. Idea put forward to do it via website (Action member
only_ place) to facilitate collaborations for new projects. At next Action meetings the research funding should be specifically be
discussed. AP8:   Research funding committee   to disseminate funding and contact Chair for updates on website.  

11. AOB
Comment  by  Eitan  Friedman:  COVID-19 crisis  opens-up  opportunity  to  write  a  white-paper  on  the  impact  for  the  scientific
community and what lessons can be learned. If anyone is interested, please contact Eitan.
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